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Abstract
This study explored an innovative coaching model termed video-based online video coaching. The innovation builds from affordances of robot-enabled videorecording of lessons, accompanied by built-in uploading and annotation features. While in-person coaching has proven effective for providing sustained support for teachers to take up challenging instructional practices, there are constraints. Both logistical and human capacity constraints make in-person coaching difficult to implement, particularly in rural contexts. As part of an NSF-funded project, we studied nine mathematics coaches over four years as they engaged in video-based coaching with teachers from geographically distant, rural contexts. We adapted a content-focused coaching model that involved a collaborative plan-teach-reflection cycle with synchronous and asynchronous components. The planning and debriefing sessions were done synchronously via Zoom, while the teaching and initial video reflection on teaching via annotations were done asynchronously. We focused on the coaches’ practices in each part of the coaching cycle by analyzing interviews, surveys, annotations of the video, and transcripts of the planning and debriefing sessions. We found that: features of the online environment enabled the coach-teacher pairs to collaboratively discuss the mathematics and how students engaged with the mathematics; the coach used video and annotations to help teachers reflect on specific aspects of their practice; and the coach-teacher pairs formed trusting and productive relationships despite not having met in-person during the duration of their work together. Our findings showed that the online platform is not only an effective implementation for coaching, but also affords new opportunities for teacher reflection and evidence-based discussions.
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This study explores an innovative coaching model that we termed *video-based online coaching*. The innovation builds from affordances of robot-enabled videorecording of lessons, accompanied by built-in uploading and annotation features. Mathematics coaching provides an individualized and sustained approach to support teachers; in-person coaching has been effective in supporting teachers to take up challenging instructional practices (Gibbons & Cobb, 2017; Russell et al., 2020). However, in-person coaching entails logistical constraints and a level of human capacity that makes it difficult to implement, particularly in rural contexts. The considerable literature on online learning is limited in terms of the nature and efficacy of online video-based coaching. The literature on online video-based coaching is situated primarily in medical education and sports, fields that emphasize mastery of advanced technical skills. Mathematics teaching, by contrast, involves complex interactions among students, content, and context (Cohen & Ball, 1999), making it a substantively different environment in which to conduct and research video-based online coaching.

As part of an NSF-funded project, we studied nine mathematics coaches over four years as they engaged in video-based online coaching with teachers from rural contexts who were located in areas geographically distant from the coaches. We adapted a content-focused coaching model that involved a collaborative plan-teach-reflection cycle with synchronous and asynchronous components (see Choppin et al., (in press) for a fuller description of the broader project and the video based online coaching model).

**Literature Review**

We begin by offering a broad overview of the research on online learning, followed by a focus on the research pertaining to online video coaching in fields outside of mathematics education and, finally, a summary of the research on online coaching in mathematics education, including the use of annotations as a tool for reflection.

**Online Learning and Professional Development**

A dearth of research exists on synchronous online professional development in mathematics education, despite the emergence of online platforms and learning environments (Johnson et al., 2018; Keengwe & Kang, 2012; Means et al., 2009). Furthermore, there is a lack of online professional development contexts that involve teachers in sustained, intensive reflection on their practices; this has contributed to weak positive outcomes in terms of changing teachers’ practices (cf. Fishman et al., 2013). Furthermore, Sing and Khine (2006) found factors that make it difficult for teachers to engage in complex forms of learning in an online context, such as teachers’ roles as implementers rather than producers, cultural norms where disagreement is seen as confrontation, and the cognitive demands of teaching.

**Online Video Coaching**

A recent development in several fields, including sports and, more recently, medicine, is video-based coaching (Knight et al., 2012). In medicine, video-based review helps doctors improve their practice in such areas as surgery and trauma resuscitation (Hu et al., 2012; Pradarelli et al., 2021; Scherer et al., 2003). Hu and colleagues reported that surgeons of varying levels of experience found video coaching helpful to reflect on and improve their practice, and that video coaching was much more aligned with a continuous improvement model than traditional forms of professional development in medicine. Furthermore, they explained that recent advances make it easier to annotate video data to document and reflect on performance, making video coaching scalable. Elite athletes have a longer history of engaging in reflective
practices involving coaching that integrates video-based review. The use of video feedback as part of coaching has been used to improve the performance of athletes in sports such as gymnastics and swimming (Boyer et al., 2009; Wilson, 2008).

Correnti et al. (2021) studied an online coaching model consisting of an online workshop followed by online content-focused (literacy) coaching cycles. In this study, teachers first engaged in an online course focused on developing and introducing teachers with models for enacting dialogic text discussions in their classrooms. Following the course, teachers engaged in coaching cycles consisting of planning phone calls, video-recorded instruction, analysis of the videos, and post-lesson phone calls. Correnti and colleagues reported that teachers were able to develop more effective discussion facilitation practices, resulting in increased student engagement. Correnti and colleagues claimed these findings suggest that the model was effective in developing teachers’ adaptive expertise through an online coaching model.

The literature on coaching in mathematics has mostly focused on the impact of coaching on teachers’ practices (Kraft & Hill, 2020) or student achievement (Campbell & Malkus, 2011), leading to calls to focus more on the details of the interactions between coaches and teachers (Gibbons & Cobb, 2016). Online coaching models have emerged in conjunction with the increased access to online platforms and expanded interest in coaching (Francis & Jacobsen, 2013; Vrasides & Zembylas, 2004). Online coaching models have the potential to address persistent logistical and resource challenges that arise with in-person coaching, such as scheduling meetings at mutually convenient times, observing lessons in person, and accessing the requisite material and human resources, especially in rural contexts (Choppin et al., 2020; Dede et al., 2009). Online coaching models utilize video to engage teachers in coach-guided reflection on instructional practices (Correnti et al., 2020; Kraft & Hill, 2020). However, there is limited research on online coaching in mathematics education.

In mathematics education, Kraft and Hill (2020) developed an online coaching model that utilized the Mathematical Quality of Instruction (MQI) observational instrument and video to support teachers developing ambitious mathematics instruction. This model consisted of iterative cycles where coach and teacher view and analyze video clips of the teachers’ instruction, as well as exemplar clips. Kraft and Hill reported that the coach-guided analysis of the video clips was effective in supporting teachers to shift their own instructional practices to align with the MQI framework. Furthermore, Kraft and Hill reported that online coaching is a less expensive and scalable alternative to in-person coaching and provides a way to connect teachers with coaches with expertise in their content area and grade level.

**Use of Video Annotations as a Tool for Reflection in Teacher Education**

Our focus on video annotations builds from research in which video has emerged as a prominent medium to develop teachers’ capacity to reflect on their own practice (Borko et al., 2008; Calandra et al., 2007; Gaudin & Chalise, 2015; Rich & Hannifan, 2008; van Es & Sherin, 2002). The use of video is typically accompanied by activities in which the viewer records their reflections in writing and often includes tagging or annotating the video (Prusak et al., 2010; Stockero et al., 2017; Walkoe, 2015). Users stop the video when they notice something relevant to their goals for viewing; these moments have been termed “call outs” (Frederiksen et al., 1998), “stopping points” (Jacobs & Morita, 2002), or “critical incidents” (Calandra et al., 2009). We use the term “annotations” to label the artifacts of this practice; furthermore, we see annotations as a bridge between asynchronous reflection and synchronous coaching interactions.
In this study, we addressed two concurrent gaps in the literature. First, we addressed the need to further elaborate how coaches interact with teachers during a coaching cycle (Gibbons & Cobb, 2016, Stein et al., 2021). Second, we addressed the need to study how online coaching models afford or constrain coaching practices, particularly with respect to content-focused coaching. The questions we posed were:

1. What are the coaching practices related to planning mathematics lessons in online video coaching?
2. What are the coaching practices related to reflecting on enacted mathematics lessons in online video coaching?

In the discussion section, we address how the coaching practices explored in the two research questions were afforded or constrained by the online environment.

**Our Video-based Online Coaching Model**

We adapted an in-person version of a content focused coaching model (West & Staub, 2003) that we conducted online so that we could work with teachers in rural areas. Content-focused coaching prioritizes mathematical content knowledge and student understanding of the content throughout three phases of a coaching cycle: co-planning, enactment of the co-planned lesson, and a post-lesson discussion.

In our online model, the coach and teacher co-planned a lesson using Zoom, after which the teacher enacted the lesson using a Swivl robot and iPad to video-record the lesson, and then the coach and teacher met via Zoom to reflect on the lesson. Using the Swivl software, a video of the lesson was uploaded automatically to a shared library, where coach and teacher viewed and annotated the video before the post-lesson Zoom reflection meeting. See Figure 1 for a visual of the model.

Figure 1
*Online Video Coaching Model*
Methods

We studied nine coaches working with 18 middle grade mathematics teachers who worked in rural contexts. Seven of the coaches had no experience with online coaching prior to this project, though eight of the coaches had experience with in-person coaching. Coaches were selected based on their past experiences as in-person coaches. Coaches who had in-person coaching experience had coached for the same organization and were well known to the project personnel. The ninth coach, who was also well known to the project personnel, was selected based on her previous experience as a professional development provider. The ninth coach was beginning her first year as a coach in her current school district at the start of the study. Coaches were thus a convenience sample. See Table 1 for an overview of the coaches.

Table 1
Coach Experience at the Start of the Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coach Name</th>
<th>Years of Experience Coaching in Mathematics</th>
<th>Years of Online Coaching in Mathematics Experience</th>
<th>Years of Experience Teaching Mathematics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bishop</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hale</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riess</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whilton</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alvarez</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowrey</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenore</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFarland</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braithewhite</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We based our analysis on two data sources related to pre-lesson activities and two data sources related to post-lesson activities. Data sources for pre-lesson activities were transcripts from the planning sessions and interviews with coaches regarding their coaching practice. Data sources for post-lesson reflection were annotations made by the teachers and coaches, and interviews with coaches about their annotation practices. Below, we divide the discussion of our analysis into two sections, with one section focused on coaching practices that occurred before the teaching of the lesson and the second focused on the post-lesson reflection process.

Analysis of Pre-Lesson Coaching Practices

To characterize coaches’ practices, we analyzed interviews with coaches about their practices related to specific coaching cycles. In the interviews, coaches described their preparation for the coaching cycle and how they structured their interactions with the teacher.
We identified common practices across the set of coaches and how these practices were afforded or constrained by working in a fully online environment.

To analyze the interviews, we initially parsed interviews into stanzas (Miles et al., 2014) that typically contained a question and the participant response. Stanzas were then sorted into four categories based on the content of the text: practices related to the pre-lesson conference; practices related to the post-lesson conference; differences between online and face-to-face coaching, and coaching resources. The first category, practices related to the pre-lesson conference, is the focus of the analysis and findings in this paper. Stanzas pertaining to this category were further divided according to three themes: coaching practices; challenges coaches faced when enacting these coaching practices; and purposes that coaches identified for their actions.

Analysis of Post-Lesson Coaching Practices

For the post-lesson reflection, we focused on annotations and coaches’ interviews around them. First, we describe our analytical process for coach interviews, which were parsed into stanzas of roughly paragraph length by two members of the project. These two researchers generated a consensus summary of the stanzas; these summaries, in turn, were parsed into themes related to the coaches’ annotation processes and their purposes for the annotations. A third researcher then refined those themes and grouped them into the following categories: purpose of the annotations for the debriefing discussion and nature of content of the annotations. These two broad categories were then broken into subcategories, as reported in the results in Table 1. Categories and subcategories were associated with the principles of content-focused coaching in addition to emergent themes.

We coded annotations by content and stance. To code for stance for the teacher, we used the codes report, describe, evaluate, and interpret. These themes were adapted from the literature on noticing (cf. van Es & Sherin, 2008). Report, describe, and evaluate represent lower-level noticing, where the teacher primarily marks a moment; by contrast, interpretation involves higher-level noticing, because it makes a connection between the moment and a pedagogical principle. In terms of coaches’ annotations, we analyzed the stance according to two broad categories. One category included the themes describe, evaluate, and interpret, similar to themes used for teachers. The second category characterized whether the coach’s suggestion was in the form of direct assistance (suggest or explain) or invitational (elicit) (see Gillespie et al., 2019 and Ippolito, 2010, for a fuller description of this distinction). Two coders initially coded annotations according to content and stance as described above. These coders met and arrived at a consensus. Subsequently, a third researcher revisited the codes, making a small number of changes that represented a refinement of the categories. These changes were then shared with the original coders, who agreed with the revised codes.

Results

We organized results based on the two research questions. We begin with findings related to coaches’ practices regarding lesson planning with the teacher, and then discuss findings pertaining to the post-lesson reflections between coach and teacher.

Coaching Practices Related to Planning the Lesson

We identified three sets of practices coaches used to support teachers in planning the lesson and which reflect content-focused coaching. Content-focused coaching focuses on the mathematical goals of the lesson, the ways the design of the lesson addresses those goals, and the
ways the lesson design will support students to engage with the mathematics. The first two sets of practices, getting familiar with the lesson and creating a roadmap for the pre-lesson conference, describe how coaches prepared themselves for the planning meeting with teachers. The third set of practices, conducting the pre-lesson conference, involved what the coach did during the planning meeting.

**Getting Familiar with the Lesson**

All nine coaches familiarized themselves with the lesson in advance of the planning meeting. One coach, Reed (all names are pseudonyms), explained that getting familiar with the lesson helped her to collaborate with the teacher as a planning partner and to engage the teacher in nuanced discussions of lesson content. Getting familiar with the lesson entailed two practices: reviewing lesson materials and unpacking the mathematics of the lesson. These practices entailed the use of digital materials provided by the teacher using a template designed to compensate for the lack of face-to-face meetings. We describe the template in more detail below.

**Reviewing lesson materials.** All nine coaches reviewed lesson materials in advance of the planning meeting. Given that our coaches did not have in-person access to the teachers, they created a digital lesson plan template to gather information about the upcoming lesson from the teacher. The template included descriptions of students’ prior experiences with the topic, the mathematical content of the lesson, student learning goals, lesson activities, desired evidence of student understanding, challenges teachers anticipated during the lesson, and teachers’ personal pedagogical goals for the lesson. Hansen explained how the template familiarized him with the teacher’s intention for the lesson: “The lesson planning document really changed things because now you have this very clear insight into the mathematics goals, the lesson they were planning, their own goals” (Coach Interview). Harper described the usefulness of the lesson planning document, stating “the shared Google lesson plan was really helpful because, since we are online, it gave us a common document to look at” (Harper, Coach Interview). Harper further described the necessity of having these materials in order to conduct a productive meeting, explaining that it provided a means to review the lesson and goals, stating:

I get a chance to review the lesson and think about some of the things, in terms of the mathematics goals. Is the goal going to be more procedural or conceptual? Think about what opportunities will students have for thinking, reasoning, and engaging in problem-solving? (Harper, Coach Interview)

**Unpacking the mathematics of the task.** Six coaches explicitly mentioned that they solved the task themselves in order to understand the mathematics and to anticipate potential student strategies and challenges the teacher was likely to encounter. This preparation helped them engage the teacher in a productive discussion of the lesson. Mason stated:

The first thing I do is the task that was given to me by the teacher as-is. However, they gave it to me, so whether it be a module lesson or it’s an actual more high-cognitive, one-question task, I sit and do it for myself. Then I also try to anticipate ways kids might approach it or misconceptions. (Mason, Coach Interview)

Brown shared how doing the mathematics of the task helped her think through ways students might approach the task.
I always do all of the mathematics first. I ask them to send me their lesson plan and any materials, any problem sets that they think they’re going to use, or whatever, the exit ticket that they’re thinking of using. The first thing I always do is just dive right into the mathematics, and as I’m doing the mathematics I already start to think about different ways kids might approach it or think about—just anticipate [student approaches].

(Coach Interview)

The coaches felt their familiarity with the mathematics and tasks in the lesson materials was essential to prepare for the planning meeting with the teachers, especially given their goal to create a shared lesson plan.

**Creating a Roadmap for the Planning Meeting**

The second set of practices focused on the coaches developing a blueprint to guide the planning meeting. Coaches prepared prompts to push teachers’ thinking about the mathematical goals, the design of the lesson, anticipated student strategies, and challenges the teacher was likely to encounter. These prompts included questions around the *what, why, who, and how* of the lesson. Turner described building a set of questions based on the teacher’s goals:

There are questions I want to ask. Like, what is important about this particular lesson? How does this relate to big ideas? Those may not happen every time, but how that starts to happen. I think it's some basic questions, but then a lot of it goes back to what it is that the teachers are trying to get out of the coaching. (Turner, Coach Interview)

Reed used the lesson plan template to guide her preparation for the meeting, saying the document grounded the planning discussion in the teachers’ ideas rather than what the coach thought should happen.

These two sets of practices—getting familiar with the lesson and creating a roadmap for the planning meeting—relied heavily on the teacher providing information using the digital lesson planning template. Though in-person coaching models have similar protocols, the development of this particular protocol was necessitated by the lack of in-person contact between teacher and coach. The digital template provided an efficient way for the teacher to share lesson information with the coach in advance of the planning meeting. In the planning meeting, teacher and coach viewed the document simultaneously, which resulted in more specific and productive conversations about the lesson goals, student strategies, and possible teacher responses. Similar to other aspects of the model, we found no loss in the robustness of the planning discussions and coach-teacher interactions by operating in a strictly online context.

**Conducting the Pre-Lesson Conference**

The third set of practices entailed the ways coaches engaged teachers during the pre-lesson conference. This involved two practices, *developing goals for student understanding* and *anticipating student thinking and teacher responses*, that represent core principles in content focused coaching. Adapting to the online environment was an initial concern for coaches as they engaged in developing goals and anticipating student strategies with teachers, and they developed ways in the online environment to compensate for the lack of face-to-face interaction.

**Developing Mathematical Goals for Student Understanding**
A key feature of content-focused coaching is supporting the teacher to articulate mathematical goals that involve connections between the mathematical content, the task or activity planned for the lesson, and the big mathematical ideas embedded in the mathematical goals. Brooks described the conversations with the teacher as an opportunity to explore teachers’ thinking about goals and their connection to learning:

It [the lesson planning document] does give you some insight about where they [the teacher] are. You can get some ideas in advance and think, “Okay, well, their goals really aren’t very clear, so I really want to focus on what it is you’re really trying to accomplish in this particular lesson?” If they have some pretty decent goals, they may not be expressed well, but we can work on them. We can work on changing how we express them in terms of knowing and understanding. (Brooks, Coach Interview)

Coaches indicated that teachers often wrote goals that were too broad and conflated action (e.g., completion of a task) with understanding. Teachers often relied on curriculum materials to identify lesson goals rather than write their own goals. Coaches indicated that by pushing teachers to consider various student strategies and intended learning outcomes they were able to support teachers to think more explicitly and productively about goals. Coaches stated that doing so helped teachers understand the difference between a performance goal (e.g., being able to perform a specific algorithm) and a learning goal. Coaches found that discussion around goals in the planning meeting was largely unaffected by conducting it via Zoom given the practice of simultaneously viewing the planning documents and other lesson artifacts during the meeting.

Anticipating Student and Teacher Responses

Coaches pushed teachers to describe anticipated student approaches and what those approaches revealed about students’ understanding of the big mathematical ideas. These discussions consisted of anticipating various solution strategies as well as misconceptions the students might have. Displaying and discussing student strategies were initially challenging in the online environment; when coaches and teachers meet face-to-face, they can quickly generate student strategies on paper. However, coaches referenced their pencil and paper drawings of possible solutions by holding up their mathematics work up to the camera for the teacher to see. On other occasions, coaches and teachers shared their math drawings through Google Draw files, which allowed for collectively generated drawings that both coach and teacher could add to, edit, and discuss in the pre-lesson meeting.

Coaching Practices Related to Reflecting on the Enacted Lesson

We begin by summarizing the multiple purposes we observed regarding the annotations that emerged from our analysis. We then describe in more detail the findings from coach interviews and teacher and coach annotations that support these purposes.

Purposes for the Annotations

We observed multiple and important purposes in terms of (1) allowing teachers to reflect on their own practice; (2) allowing coaches to understand teacher reflection on the lesson; (3) providing an asynchronous opportunity for the coach to respond to the teacher; and (4) providing a list of topics and questions for the debriefing meeting. We discuss these purposes in detail below.

First, a critical facilitator for teacher reflection was the video of the lesson. One of the most notable aspects of the Swivl technology was the ease of access to the video and the ability
to annotate it with a minimal learning curve. Two aspects of the annotations provided opportunities for teachers to reflect on their lessons. First, they annotated as they viewed the video; this served to mark moments the teacher felt were notable or productive for subsequent discussion with the coach. Second, before the debriefing meeting, they read the annotations made by the coach; this yielded additional insights into the lesson that were taken up in the debriefing session. Video allowed the teacher to view the moment referenced by the coach to gain a better understanding of the coach’s observation and ensuing suggestion/question/wondering.

Second, annotations provided a window for coaches into teachers’ thinking with regard to lesson implementation. Coaches typically read teachers’ annotations of the video before making their own annotations. They commented that reading the annotations helped them to assess the teacher’s noticing skills and to gauge the teacher’s perceptions of the lesson.

Third, annotations provided an opportunity for asynchronous interaction between coach and teacher. Coaches and teachers would read, and sometimes respond to, each other’s annotations in advance of the debriefing meeting.

Fourth, annotations served to structure debriefing meetings. Coaches and teachers frequently referenced the annotations during debriefing meetings, with questions posed by coaches in the annotations often a driving force. These purposes are described in more detail below, where we describe findings from interviews with coaches and from analysis of the annotations.

**Findings from Analysis Around Annotations**

Our analysis of coaches’ annotations emerges from two distinct data sources. The first source entailed interviews of the coaches about the nature and purpose of their annotations and the second source was the annotations themselves. These two sources of data revealed patterns in the annotations and how they served the purposes noted above. We begin by describing five themes that emerged from the interviews, and then discuss patterns we noticed in our analysis of the annotations.

**Themes from Interviews with the Coaches**

Five primary themes emerged from interviews with coaches about their annotations. First, reading teachers’ annotations provided insights into their thinking. Second, annotations provided an opportunity to interact with teachers in a way similar to a conversation. Third, coaches commented on the nature of their annotations. Fourth, coaches discussed how annotations structured the debriefing conversations. Fifth, coaches described the use of the notice-wonder pattern in their annotations and, similarly, how they used questions or wonderings as a means to push teachers to reflect on the lessons. We describe these themes in detail below.

Coaches described how reading teachers’ annotations provided them insight into teachers’ thinking around the lesson. Reiss described the annotation process as “an ongoing commentary” between teacher and coach. Hale explained how even a lack of annotation in a crucial moment helped her to understand the teacher’s thinking. Whilton noted that annotations helped him to formatively assess a teacher, stating that an annotation “really, really illuminates where a teacher is at in their own development” and is “a real a good moment to recognize either it's a content knowledge thing or perhaps it's a that listening for, versus listening to, idea.” Hale noted that annotations also provided insights into what the teacher wanted to discuss during the debriefing meeting.

The second theme was focused on annotations as an opportunity for coach and teacher to interact. McFarland explained that she used annotations to invite the teacher to elaborate on a
moment of practice when they met for the debriefing discussion. Three coaches described how they crafted annotations in response to teachers’ annotations. Hale and McFarland noted that they only annotated sections that the teacher had annotated. Whilton calibrated his annotations according to the tenor of the teacher’s annotations. If the teacher was overly critical, he tried to find positive things to say, and he celebrated good moments.

The third theme involved the identification by coaches of moments they chose to annotate and how they chose to annotate them, particularly with respect to taking on an evaluative stance. Four coaches commented on their use of evaluative language. Reiss stated that she refrained from using evaluative language, saying she tries not to use language like “I really liked this,” or, “really didn’t like this.” Lowrey stated that she tries to ask about the impact of a teacher action rather than evaluating it: “Not just saying good job, or great question here, but the impact the question actually had.” Alvarez similarly described how annotations provided an opportunity for non-evaluative feedback. She stated:

[the annotations] really have helped me to capture my thinking in a way that is not judgmental. I tried to not be judgmental, in terms of my conversation with them. I don’t want to start things with, “I really liked when your blah, blah, blah.” Trying to get away from, you know, “like” or “not like” as opposed to the noticings and wonderings help me think about, “I thought it was really impactful when you asked that question because then I noticed the students went back to work and were able to get further.”

Alvarez, like many of the coaches, emphasized that those annotations were a place not to evaluate but to pose questions to teachers. Bishop, by contrast, stated that:

The first thing I look for is places where I can give some very positive feedback around something that I really liked and explain why I liked it, what it did for the lesson, what it did for a given student, whatever it happens to be.

Two coaches reported that they annotated the video when they noticed missed opportunities. Bishop stated “I look for places where a student did something really interesting, but maybe the teacher didn't notice it or the teacher ignored it or didn't use it to their advantage.” Both Reiss and Bishop noted that they followed up on these annotations by asking the teacher what she would have done if they noticed what the coach did. Reiss stated:

Putting it back on the teacher and having that what-if out there. What would you have done? What could you have asked differently? What could you have done in that moment that might’ve changed the course of how that conversation went so that opens up and invites that conversation in our debriefing?

Coaches’ description of the content of their annotations was evident in the annotations themselves. In particular, coaches’ emphasis on using annotations to pose questions to the teacher based on something that they noticed, as summarized above, was clear in our analysis of the annotations, described below. See Table 2 for description of the themes and sub-themes.

Table 2
### Themes Generated from the Coaches’ Interviews Regarding Annotations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Sub-category</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purpose of the annotations for the debriefing discussion</td>
<td>Annotations provide insights into teacher thinking</td>
<td>The teachers’ annotations help the coaches understand what teachers notice about their teaching</td>
<td>What I get is that it’s like an ongoing commentary on what they—what they’re seeing. The teachers, their annotations, I’ve found, the teachers I’ve worked with, to just be pointing something out to me, like, “Oh, so-and-so wasn’t getting it.” Or, “Oh, I can’t believe they’re working off task.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annotations are a source of dialogue between the teacher and the coach</td>
<td>Annotations allow for some give-and-take between the coach and teacher</td>
<td>The annotations allow for some give-and-take between the coach and teacher</td>
<td>I wonder what they were thinking when they used this strategy because then those are all talking points when we do have our debrief of going through the footage of the tagging and annotation of, hey, let’s talk about this section. I was really curious about this. Tell me what you were thinking when this happened</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annotations provide structure for the debriefing discussion</td>
<td>The coaches directly reference the annotations in the debriefing meetings to guide the discussion</td>
<td>The annotations allow for some give-and-take between the coach and teacher</td>
<td>In our final session, too, we kind of went through together looking at the annotations and comments and kind of use those as a guide to the discussion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of content of the annotations</td>
<td>Use of notice-wonder pairings to provoke teacher reaction to specific moments of practice</td>
<td>The coach remarks on a specific moment of practice and then poses a question to push the teacher to reflect on that moment of practice</td>
<td>I would start, in a way, like this, like with a factual statement about what I see and then a push versus just a push. I tried to let it be a—even if I felt like it was an area for growth or an opportunity, I started to find something positive out of it. I’ve noticed this is happening, yet also how could we push for this to happen, too?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of questions to push teacher to reflect on aspects of practice</td>
<td>Similar to the notice-wonder pairing, the teachers posed questions to get teachers to think about their instructional practices</td>
<td>I will tend to say, “What could you have asked in this situation that may have changed what the student was thinking?” Putting it back on the teacher and having that what-if out there. What would you have done? What could you have asked differently? What could you have done in that moment that might’ve changed the course of how that conversation went so that opens up and invites that conversation in our debriefing?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of praise or criticism</td>
<td>The coaches described how the refrained from or purposefully used evaluative language.</td>
<td>Highlighting what they’re doing, that’s effective. Not just saying good job, or great question here, but what the question actually the impact the question actually had. Being able to encourage and also provide clarification around that, or elaboration on that.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Remarking on missed opportunities

The coaches remarked on instances when the teacher missed an opportunity to recognize and build from student thinking.

Then, I go back and I look for missed opportunities, in a way. I look for places where, gee, a student did something really interesting, but maybe the teacher didn't notice it or—which obviously, can happen to all of us—or the teacher ignored it or didn't use it to their advantage.

**Patterns in the Anno**

We found patterns in coaches’ annotations that reflected their purposes as well as coaching style. One of the stylistic patterns we observed emanated from the coaches’ face to face experiences. Coaches engaged in notice-wonder pairing as discussed above. This pattern was evident to some degree across most of the coaches. Braithewhite wrote:

I think you were looking for the easiest area being the area of the wholes, students didn't seem to understand the question. Can you think of another way to ask? Is it an important question? Why or why not?

Braithewhite first noted that students had difficulty understanding one of the questions posed by the teacher during the lesson, and then provided a “wonder” in the form of several questions. Similarly, Bishop wrote:

You end the independent think time here and ask students to start talking to their group members. I was wondering about ways to structure the beginning small group discussions so that all students have a voice.

Bishop noted that the teacher transitioned from independent think time to group work without explicit instructions; she then posed a “wonder” about how to provide some initial structure to ensure that all students had an opportunity to participate. The “wonder” here bordered on a suggestion, as occurred in other cases that represented subtle variations on the notice-wonder pattern. McFarland, for example, wrote: “I like how you're trying to engage all of the learners. Maybe a turn and talk would help spark the conversation between smaller groups of students?” The notice statement is more of an evaluation and the wonder is more of a suggestion than a question. Another variation included a notice-question pattern, such as when Lowrey wrote:

I notice that you valued his input and connected it to a previous statement about fractions. What else would you like to know about Eric's thinking about his idea? It was recognized then a different conjecture became the focus.

After the noticing statement, Lowrey posed a question to provoke teacher reflection around an instructional practice.

All of the variations in the notice-wonder pattern entailed an observation from the coach about a specific moment of practice, with the “wonder” part serving as a stimulus for the ensuing conversation between the coach and the teacher. During the debriefing sessions, a substantive part of the discussion revolved around the annotations, particularly questions posed by the teachers in the form of a “wonder.”
In addition to the notice-wonder pattern, there were stylistic differences between coaches. Alvarez and Reiss, for example, had relatively more annotations coded as *elicit* than other coaches. By contrast, Bishop’s annotations were more frequently coded as *suggest* or *evaluate* than other coaches; this difference was also evident in other aspects of the professional development project, suggesting that annotations provided a window into the coach’s personal style.

In addition to finding differences between coaches’ annotations, we also found differences between coaches’ and teachers’ annotations, particularly with respect to the valence of annotations we coded as *evaluation*. For the most part, when teachers’ annotations were coded as evaluation, the teacher was highly critical of their practice. Conversely, the majority of coaches’ annotations coded as *evaluation* were positive, praising particular aspects of the lesson, such as a productive question posed by the teacher, an insightful strategy from a student, or the timely use of a participation structure (e.g., turn and talk).

**Concluding Thoughts on Annotations**

The themes and findings regarding annotations demonstrate how the accessibility afforded by the Swivl system facilitated a set of interactions between coach and teacher that were not available in face-to-face coaching. The Swivl made it feasible to video-record lessons when the coach was physically distant from a teacher; furthermore, the ease of uploading and annotating facilitated highly productive interactions between coach and teacher.

A number of coaches commented on the affordances of having the video to facilitate reflection on the lesson. Hale stated:

> I think having the video was really helpful because you’re not relying on either the coach’s or the teacher’s recollection or interpretation of what happened. I also think having the opportunity to read the teacher’s annotations and them having the opportunity to read my annotations allowed us potentially to start a little bit ahead in terms of a post-conference than I would be able to in-person

McFarland similarly commented on the affordances of having video to focus the conversations with the teacher:

> I think the video aspect of having that enhances those deeper conversations because you can both pull up the video, or you've already flagged the video, or you both have watched that again. That really connects you back to the work. I think that that's a huge plus to having the online coaching is to have that video to refer back to.

Having the opportunity to reflect asynchronously on the lesson provided opportunities for more deliberate use of language, particularly non-evaluative language, and for coaches to pose questions to teachers. The opportunity to craft language asynchronously and to be able to connect comments to specific moments of practice facilitated the development of teacher noticing and productive teacher-coach discussions. Based on our post-coaching interviews with teachers, doing content-focused coaching online led to a meaningful and trusting professional relationship with the coach.
Discussion

We explored how a video-based online coaching model impacted coaches’ ability to support teachers and to gauge the ways that features of the online environment afforded new opportunities for coaches and teachers to work together. We focused on two broad phases of coaching: planning the lesson and reflections on the enacted lesson. In the planning phase, we highlighted multiple practices employed by coaches and how those practices were revised to compensate for, or take advantage of, the online environment. In the reflection phase we focused on the nature and impact of annotations made by teachers and coaches on the video of the lessons stored in the Swivl library.

In terms of how the online environment afford new opportunities for coaches and teachers to work together, in the planning phase, coaches compensated for the lack of in-person contact by creating and relying on a digital template to gather information about lessons; this template structured the ensuing pre-lesson conference with the teacher. In addition, the template, and other lesson artifacts, were used by coaches to preview the mathematics and tasks to anticipate potential student responses and challenges. Furthermore, certain aspects of the online environment enhanced coaching, such as being able to share screens and collaboratively edit documents, providing more clarity in discussions.

In the reflection phase, we found that annotations structured the post-lesson reflection between coach and teacher, including the synchronous interactions between coach and teacher that took place in the post-lesson reflection meeting. Annotations served as an opportunity for formative assessment, as a place for asynchronous interaction between coach and the teacher, as a means to anticipate important topics in the post-lesson conference, and then as a means to structure the post-lesson conversation.

Prior research showing the effectiveness of online coaching primarily involved technical disciplines such as medicine and athletics (cf. Boyer et al, 2009, Hu et al., 2012), whereas prior research on online professional development for teachers showed limitations with respect to complex (e.g, non-technical) forms of learning (cf. Sing & Khine, 2006). Our study, however, demonstrates that video-based coaching provided opportunities for coaches to engage teachers in complex practices related to planning and reflecting on mathematics lessons. The teachers in our study developed mathematical goals for student understanding, anticipated student strategies, and reflected on specific moments of lessons.

Similarly, prior studies of coaching had done little to document fine-grained accounts of practice (Gibbons & Cobb, 2016, Stein et al., 2021). The online context provided an opportunity for us to explore interactions in all aspects of a coaching cycle in ways that would be difficult to accomplish in in-person settings. As a result, we documented a comprehensive set of planning practices that mirrored in-person coaching practices. Additionally, we found that video annotations were particularly valuable for structuring post-lesson reflections; there is no parallel to the annotations in settings that are in person.

As a final point of discussion, we note that the use of the Swivl robot was a particularly notable innovation. The robot allowed the teacher to video-record a lesson without assistance and upload the video with minimal effort. The coordination of the video file with the annotation system in Swivl facilitated the annotation process described above. The asynchronous nature of the reflection process allowed teachers time and repeated opportunities to reflect on specific moments in the lesson, which allowed for more deliberate identification of critical moments and use of evidence to guide reflections.
Conclusion

Findings from this analysis yielded a set of coaching practices that coaches employed at various stages of the coaching cycle. These practices reveal what coaches do in each part of the coaching cycle as well as why they believe these practices will support teacher learning in a content-focused approach to coaching. Coaches’ descriptions also give insight into the affordances and challenges of engaging in content-focused coaching in an online environment. Our findings showed that the online platform is not only an effective implementation for coaching, but also affords new opportunities for teacher reflection and evidence-based discussions. These findings are intended to inform professional development researchers and designers, mathematics coaches, and school administrators in making better decisions utilizing the online environment for coaching and how to scale up these programs to reach more teachers. In addition, the ability to conduct content-focused coaching online made it possible for coaches to work with teachers who were geographically distant; this enabled mathematics teachers who work in remote rural areas to have access to experienced coaches.
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